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Clinical Epidemiology: Practice and Methods (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2015

	Focusing on improving the diagnosis, prognosis, and management of human disease, this book takes on the issues of research design, measurement, and evaluation which are critical to clinical epidemiology. This second edition of Clinical Epidemiology: Practice and Methods opens with how best to frame a clinical research question, the...
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Genetics and Genomics of Neurobehavioral Disorders (Contemporary Clinical Neuroscience)Humana Press, 2003

	A clear and comprehensive account of how genetic abnormalities, neurobiology, and neuropsychology work together to manifest cognitive-behavioral dysfunction. The authors review the current status of research in autosomal disorders that produce cognitive-behavioral dysfunction and syndromal and nonsyndromal disorders that produce mental...
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Brain Tumors (Contemporary Cancer Research)Humana Press, 2005

	Exciting new developments and discoveries of the last two decades are beginning to shed light on the complex biology of brain tumors and are advancing our understa- ing of the cellular and molecular processes involved in their initiation, progression, and clinical and biological behavior. The disease process in brain tumors is quite complex...
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An Introduction to Genetic Algorithms (Complex Adaptive Systems)MIT Press, 1998

	Science arises from the very human desire to understand and control the world. Over the course of history, we

	humans have gradually built up a grand edifice of knowledge that enables us to predict, to varying extents, the

	weather, the motions of the planets, solar and lunar eclipses, the courses of diseases, the rise and fall...
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Recombinant Protein Production in Yeast (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2019

	
		
			This volume provides an overview of the main yeast production platforms currently used and future yeast cell factories for recombinant protein production. Chapters detail approaches of genetic and metabolic engineering, co-factor containing proteins and virus-like particles, glycoproteins, and post-translational...
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Computational Intelligence: Methods and TechniquesSpringer, 2008
This book focuses on various techniques of computational intelligence, both single ones and those which form hybrid methods. Those techniques are today commonly applied issues of artificial intelligence, e.g. to process speech and natural language, build expert systems and robots. The first part of the book presents methods of knowledge...
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Pharmacogenetics of Psychotropic DrugsCambridge University Press, 2002

	This book provides a conceptual framework for understanding and studying the pharmacogenetics of psychotropic drugs, reviews advances in the field, and describes the findings that have already emerged. Coverage extends to antipsychotics, antidepressants and mood stabilizing, cognitive-enhancing and anxiolytic drugs. The volume also examines...
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Neurological Syndromes: A Clinical Guide to Symptoms and DiagnosisSpringer, 2013

	Neurological Syndromes: A Clinical Guide to Symptoms and Diagnosis offers a concise, invaluable resource for understanding how a group of neurologic symptoms or signs collectively characterize a disease or disorder.

	

	Intended as a quick reference guide to the better known and some less familiar syndromes of neurological...
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Streptomyces in Nature and Medicine: The Antibiotic MakersOxford University Press, 2007

	This is an insiders account of 50 years of genetic studies of the soil-inhabiting microbes that produce most of the antibiotics used to treat infections, as well as anti-cancer, anti-parasitic and immunosuppressant drugs. The book begins by describing how these microbes the actinomycetes were discovered in the latter part of the nineteenth...
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Artificial Intelligence IlluminatedJones and Bartlett Publishers, 2004
Artificial Intelligence Illuminated presents an overview of the background and history of artificial intelligence, emphasizing its importance in today’s society and potential for the future. The book covers a range of AI techniques, algorithms, and methodologies, including game playing, intelligent agents, machine learning, genetic...
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Integrative Physiology in the Proteomics and Post-Genomics AgeHumana Press, 2005

	There is a perception in the scientific community that the discipline of Physiology

	is in crisis, or at least, in a phase of profound transition and change. At the root of

	the problem is confusion between objectives (the biological questions to be solved)

	and the methods and technologies to be applied. Traditionally, ever since...
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The Skeleton: Biochemical, Genetic, and Molecular Interactions in Development and HomeostasisHumana Press, 2004

	A cutting-edge review of the biochemical, physiological, pharmacological, genetic, and molecular interactions involved in the development and homeostasis of the skeleton. Topics range from chondrogenesis, chondrocytes, and cartilage to skeletal dysmorphology, and include the control of skeletal development, osteoblastic cell differentiation,...
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